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Abstract— A peer-to-peer (P2P) network is that they are 

frequently subject to Sybil attacks: malicious parties can 

compromise the network by generating and controlling large 

numbers of shadow identities. We demonstrate that the 

attack can be exceedingly detrimental to many important 

functions of the sensor network such as routing, resource 

allocation, misbehavior detection, etc. A sybil-resilient 

protocol by which node can obtain service in reasonable 

level and therefore detecting sybil attacks. A number of 

methodologies for the detection of Sybil attack have been 

studied and an algorithm is proposed for detection of Sybil 

attack in wireless sensor network. The throughput and 

packet delivery ratio of the network, before and after 

detection is analyses for different traffic rates. It is found 

that throughput and packet delivery ratio after detection has 

improved. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

P2P (peer to peer) network technology could be a distributed 

computing computer code design that allows individual 

computers to attach to and communicate directly with 

different computers. P2P technology decreases the 

requirement for businesses and customers to store files on 

their exhausting drives, it will lower prices by preserving on 

storage necessities and saving on protection and energy 

prices associated with knowledge retrieval, sharing, and 

process[1] 

 P2P network design: A file transfer that uses the 

client-server model is that the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 

service during which the client and server programs are 

separate: the client begin the transfer, and therefore the 

servers satisfy these requests. The network design refers to 

the style used for multimedia system content transfer and 

therefore the entities that are concerned throughout the 

streaming mechanism.  

 Within the context of P2P network, a given peer 

will play 3 totally different roles: source, designation and 

intermediate [2]. 

 Firstly we can defend Sybil attack in peer to peer 

network Sybil attacks is measure a part of the management 

plane class. The concept behind this attack is that one 

malicious identity will give multiple identities, and therefore 

gain management over a part of the network. Once this has 

been accomplished, the assailant will abuse the protocol in 

anyway attainable. As an example he would possibly gain 

responsibility sure files and favor to coolly them. If the 

assailant will position his identities in an exceedingly 

strategic means, the harm may be node. He would possibly 

favor to continue in an eclipse attack, or block the network 

by rerouting all queries in an exceedingly wrong direction. 

The various types of p2p network are working as 

1) Napster protocol is a Server-Client model wherever 

there's a central server system that directs connected 

between individual registered users. The central 

servers maintain data of the shared files keep on the 

various PCs of registered consumers of the network. 

These data are updated each time a consumer logs on 

or off the Napster server network. Client connects 

mechanically to associate in nursing internally 

selected "metaserver" that acts as common 

connection authority. 

2) BitTorrent doesn't involve sharing files, however 

quite bits of files that add up to an entire. In essence, 

one peer includes explicit file and acts as a “seed” 

node. as a result of the seed node sends only one 

copy of the file – in items, to the opposite peers – the 

“sharing” method is a lot of economical and needs 

less information measure than if the seed node had to 

refer a full copy of the file to every of the opposite 

peers. File-sharing networks are many file peer –to-

peer file cutting networks, like Gunutella, G2, and 

also the eDonkey network popularized peer-to-peer 

technologies. 

3) FastTrack Protocol According to participants when 

the Napster call file-sharing programs mostly 

affected the central-server model. Several of the new 

programs use the FastTrack protocol that uses a two-

tiered system consisting of “Honest nodes” and 

standard nodes instead of a central server. Every 

node consists of a private user’s computer [2]. 

“Honest nodes” primarily perform the data entry role 

that the centralized server provided within the 

original Napster design. 

 We propose a distributed recovery technique, 

where clients proactively detect attacks by monitoring the 

rate at which their first and second-degree neighbors leave 

the network and reconfigure themselves to form a topology 

that is more resilient to attacks once one has been detected 

[6]. Our contribution mainly consists of 2 folds:  

1) We propose a sybil-resilient protocol by that node 

will get service in affordable level and thus defeat 

against sybil attacks. 

2) We develop a dynamic reputation system that holds 

the property of sybil-proof. 

 The main working on our paper is to understand the 

core concept of Sybil attack in wireless Ad-hoc networks as 

well their problems and try to find the approaches for 

improving the efficiency of the protocol by improving the 

attack detection on peer to peer network and Protocol Sybil 
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Resilient is implemented and the problems are identified and 

the better mechanism of failure detection and recovery are 

implemented to improve the efficiency. 

 This remainder of this paper is organized as follow: 

Section 2 describes works related to Sybil attack detection. 

Section 3 explains about problem definition. Section 4 gives 

detail about methodology. At last a complete analysis is 

given in section 5 evolution. Conclusion and future works is 

given in section 6.    

II. RELATED WORK 

Sybil attack detection on peer to peer network like In an 

ancient denial-of-service (DoS) attack, a server is usually 

the target of large connections, rendering the server 

unfeasible. A classic example of this can be a transmission 

control protocol (TCP) SYN flood attack, during which the 

sender sends the server a SYN message, the server replies 

with a SYN-ACK message, and therefore the server awaits 

associate in ACK message from the client. Another 

approach to assaultive a P2P network is to inject useless 

information (poison) into the system. Then P2P networks 

should implement an operation service in a way, whether or 

not or not it's a centralized directory or a DHT, Associate as 

assailant will inject massive amounts of useless operation 

key-value pairs into the index. The index might bog down 

question times or, worse, yield invalid requests results. Even 

DHTs aren't proof against this attack, however since DHTs 

have O (log n) operation time, an oversized quantity of 

poison is needed. P2P networks additionally contribution 

privacy and identity problems. In regard to privacy, a peer's 

information stream could also be compromised by fellow 

peers WHO assist in sending the information. A right away 

example is that of VoIP applications, like Skype, that route 

traffic in an exceedingly P2P fashion. Although the 

information stream is encrypted, a peer that carries the 

stream currently has direct access to the information 

packets, which might not be the case in ancient routing. 

Moreover, Skype's encoding theme is proprietary, thus there 

is no verification that the strategy is totally secure. Also, 

inherent within the nature of P2P applications is that the 

open sharing of personal files. The human issue must always 

be a thought once security is in dispute. We have a tendency 

to antecedently saw that the upswing P2P applications have 

practiced is additionally because of easy installation and use, 

the low price (most of the time free) and its nice rewards. 

Even novice users have very little problem mistreatment 

such applications to transfer files that alternative users 

shared on purpose or accidentally shared on the P2P 

network. The Social Network Based Techniques to Defend 

Sybil Attacks as Sybil guard, Sybil gatekeeper, Sybil 

Defender, etc. [13]. 

 Neighbor Similarity Trust against Sybil Attack in 

P2P E-Commerce, Peer to peer (P2P) e-commerce 

applications exist at the sting of the web with vulnerabilities 

to passive and active attacks. The attacks occur throughout 

interactions between the commerce peers as a group action 

takes place. during this paper, we tend to propose a way to 

address Sybil attack, a full of life attack, Most existing 

work, that concentrates on social networks and trusty 

certification, has not been ready to stop Sybil attack peers 

from doing transactions. The neighbor similarity trust 

relationship to deal with Sybil attack. Duplicated Sybil 

attack peers will be known because the neighbor peers 

become acquainted with and thence additional trusty to 

every different. Security and performance analysis shows 

that Sybil attack will be decreased by our planned neighbor 

similarity trust [8]. 

 Overcoming free-riding actions is central to the 

performance and strength of P2P systems. Theory of games 

is probably the foremost pervasive tool at intervals the study 

of incentive schemes for P2P systems, and exploitation the 

prisoner's-dilemma (PD) model. Contracts is accustomed 

encourage desired behavior of agents in equilibrium. What 

is the method complexity of optimum contracts in many 

tasks and network structures? They demonstrate that if name 

is ready exclusively by the structure of the graph and so the 

sting values, then no Sybil proof mechanism exists [14]. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Trust depends on a subject’s observation on the object and 

the third party recommendations. P2P e-commerce features 

need a trust assessment mechanism without central peers 

where peers monitor each other. The openness enables 

malicious peers to take advantage and launch Sybil attack to 

the other honest peers. The issue obtains the trust value of 

objects according to both direct and indirect trust levels. In 

against sybil attacks, the number of service units consumed 

by a node is limited by our protocol. Before describing it, 

we distinguish two different kinds of contribution transfers: 

direct transfer and indirect transfer. Direction transfer only 

takes place between two adjacent nodes. Node i provide 

service to node j and then intend to obtain service from node 

j. In this case, the node that provides service is the same as 

one that is interested in service later. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A.  Protocol Design Module: 

 

Fig. 1: Sybil Attack Defend Flow Chart 

 As more and more devices become interconnected 

peer to peer network, new challenges will show and new 
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network structures will show. For our project, we will be 

investigating the Quality of Service (QoS) of a Peer-to-Peer 

network of wireless nodes under the Ad-hoc On-Demand 

Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol. The objective of 

this investigation will be to explore the impact on QoS 

between two nodes on the network by introducing 

movement and background transfer into the simulation. [1]. 

B. Sybil –Resilient Protocol: 

1) Direct Transfer: 

In direct transfer, there two different modes of contribution 

transfer: contribution and transaction. The most 

fundamental one is contribution. A node may provide 

several service units to other nodes without any 

preconditions. 

2) Indirect Transfer  

In indirect transfer, contribution transfer takes place in two 

on-adjacent nodes, thus there is only one transfer mode: 

indirect transaction. The process of indirect transaction 

consists of two phases: finding a transaction path and 

performing transaction. For each node intending to obtain 

service from non-adjacent nodes, it first runs a Dijkstra 

algorithm to router over the directed graph to determinate a 

transfer path.   

 Peer i is subject, which not only makes direct 

evaluation of object j; but also makes indirect evaluation of 

object j through peers h; k; l: The represents the 

communication range of peer i and j respectively. This is 

from one level to another level. Peer i make trust evaluation 

for peer j; and acknowledge by use of an acknowledgement 

mechanism. When the peer receives the recommendation, it 

sends back feedback information to the feedback source [5]. 

Our work assumes the intermediate peers are honest peers. 

The assumption made revokes the peer to broadcast the trust 

value it has. Depending on the assumptions a 

recommendation r; is received. If peer i makes a search on 

peer j; to confirm how many acknowledgements j sends as 

recommendations, the ratio of recommendations received by 

peer j can be obtained. We can detect whether peer j has a 

forging behavior. If the change maintains within (λ,- λ) in 

different periods, peer j works normally. The calculation of 

rij given in (2) represents the received packets: 

rij=

       (   )

       (   )
                          (1)                                                                                                               

 If successful recommendations. Srij (t) consist of j 

which ends the recommendations to k: Each particular 

recommendation has a time stamp. The equation is: 

srij (t)=
    ( )    

    ( )     ( ) 
                  (2) 

 Where vrij(t) and wrij(t) are the repeating 

recommendation. Each peer keeps one identifier to itself and 

distributes the rest evenly among its neighbors at the next 

level. 

C. Peer-To-Peer over Ad-Hoc Network: 

The main advantage of a peer-to-peer over ad-hoc network 

is an ability to form the network without infrastructure or 

the network need to depend on a central server. Our works 

will be analyzing the network by using the NS-2 network 

simulator which supports ad-hoc network models [3]. The 

main goal of the research is investigating network traffic in 

the”P2P over Ad-hoc network‟. Yet, the algorithm of the 

chosen p2p (decentralized and/or hybrid model) and the 

structure of the network will discussed in the future project 

report [4]. 

D. Sybil Attack: 

In sybil attack, a malicious node uses its routing protocol in 

order to broadcast itself for having the shortest path to the 

destination node or to the packet it wants to intercept. This 

honest node advertises its availability of fresh routes 

irrespective of checking its routing table. In this way 

attacker node will always have the availability in replying to 

the route request and thus intercept the data packet and 

retain it [6]. In protocol based on flooding, the malicious 

node reply will be received by the requesting node before 

the reaction of reply from actual node; hence a malicious 

and forged route is created. When this route is establish, 

now it’s up to the node whether to drop all the packets or 

forward it to the unknown address [7].  

E. Rating Reputation Rank: 

The priority of obtaining service depends on the reputation 

rank of a node. In this section, we present dynamic 

reputation protocols which hold the property of sybil-proof 

[11].A shortest-paths algorithm is embedded in the protocol. 

If node s intends to obtain service from node d, nodes 

should find a shortest path to node d using the shortest-path 

algorithm. From point of view of node d, the reputation rank 

value of node s is defined as eg rank (Ps−d) = min (∑1/Ri,j 

|ei,j∈ Ps−d),where Ps−d is the path from s to d. The value of 

reputation value corresponds negatively with the reputation 

level. 

V.  EVOLUTION 

In this section, we use a simulation –based approach to 

evaluate aspects of our protocols. We describe the 

simulation mode, and then present the performance results. 

A. Fairness Ratio: 

To evaluate our incentive mechanism, we use the following 

metrics. Let Nc be the number of service units providing by 

the source node using contribution mode fig 1. Let Nt be the 

number of service units obtained by the source node using 

indirect transaction mode. The fairness ratio (f) is the ration 

of Ntto Nc, that is, 

f = 
  

  
 

B. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) 

The ratio of the number of data packet receives to the packet 

data send to destination. This illustrates the level of 

delivered data to the destination. Graphs show the fraction 

of data packets that are successfully delivered during 

simulations time versus the number of nodes fig 1.2. 

     
                          

                       
 

C. End-To-End Delay  

The average time it takes a data packet to reach the 

destination. This includes all possible delays caused by 

buffering during route discovery latency, queuing at the 

interface queue. This metric is calculated by subtracting 

time at which first packet was transmitted by source from 

time at which first data packet arrived to destination fig 1.2. 
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End to end delay is given as:  
  (            –          )

                       
 

D. Packet Lost 

The total number of packets dropped during the simulation. 

Packet lost = Number of packet send – Number of packet 

received. 

Fig. 1.3 shows the implementation of node with and without 

attack. 

 
Fig. 1.2: Implementation on Node Vs Detection Time 

 
Fig. 1.3: Implementation of Node With and Without Attack 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presents a Sybil- resilient transfer p2p protocol 

and a dynamic reputation protocol. We enable a desirable 

level of file-sharing whereas defeating against sybil attacks 

in free-riding problem. We are able to solve to using Sybil 

resilient protocol and dynamic reputation mechanism. This 

mechanism maintains the all sharing file information in 

counter measure. This framework makes it straightforward 

to reason about the resilience of the reputation metrics 

against Sybil attacks. The further analysis of the trade-off 

between the capability of Sybil attack and the capacity of 

indirect transfer may be a good future work. 
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